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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a new approach for the design of non-uniform frequency spacing filter bank using Simulated Annealing
has been presented. The filter bank structure is obtained by merging the relevant bands of a uniformly shifted filter bank
with integer sampling factors. The design problem is formulated as a single objective unconstrained optimization problem for reducing the amplitude distortion of the overall filter bank for a specified pass-band ripple and stop-band attenuation of the prototype filter. The prototype filter coefficients are optimized using block update method to reach
global optimum very quickly and the near perfect reconstruction of the filter bank is also preserved. Simulation results
demonstrate that the linear-phase non-uniform filter banks designed by the proposed method have small amplitude distortions and aliasing distortions. Using this technique to minimize design objective is suitable for filter banks applied in
sub-band filtering because linear phase property is assured here.
Keywords: NPR; CMFB; FIR Filter; Optimization

1. Introduction
This Non-uniform Filter Banks (NUFBs) are used in
several applications such as audio and image signal processing, biomedical signal processing, hearing aid instruments because of their flexibility in partitioning subbands and better performance [1-3]. Based upon the frequency spacing between bands, filter banks are broadly
classified into two categories i.e. uniform band and
non-uniform band filter bank. Most of the surveys focus
on uniform frequency bandwidth in which incoming signals are split with same sampling rate [4-6]. But in few
applications having different incoming data rates and
different quality of service non-uniform filter bank is
required. For example, to approximate the critical bands
sensed by the human ear, non-uniform designs of filter
bank using all pass frequency transformation shows better performance than uniform one [7]. Although few
methods already have been reported in the literature using constrained or unconstrained optimization techniques,
still efficient solutions to the direct design of non-uniform filter banks have yet to be developed [8]. This
nonlinear arrangement of frequency bands is necessary
when the signal energy exhibits bandwidth dependent
distribution. The basic structure of uniform filter bank is
shown in Figure 1, where the input signal x  n  is decomposed by M analysis filters H  z  and then outputs
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

are decimated by a factor of M to obtain M sub-band
signals. In the synthesis section, the decimated signals
are up-sampled by same factor M before passing through
the synthesis bank F  z  and finally sub-band signals
are added together to reconstruct the original signal. The
theory and design procedure of Perfect Reconstruction
Filter Bank (PRFBs) have been extensively studied in the
formerly reported literature [4-6]. Among them Cosine
Modulated Filter Bank (CMFB) is an efficient technique,
where all filters of analysis and synthesis bank are obtained by simply cosine modulation of a single prototype
filter.
The implementation and design complexities of CMFB
are very low compared with other general purpose
PRFBs due to the modulation. Thus the design procedure
of the complete filter bank reduces to that of the prototype filter and modulation overhead. When the polyphase components of the prototype filter assure some
pair-wise power complementary conditions the filter
bank will be worked as perfect reconstruction filter bank.
But in that case the optimization of the prototype filter
coefficients is highly nonlinear. Due to the nonlinear optimization, designing general purpose PRFBs is a complicated problem, particularly for filter banks with rigid
frequency specifications such as sharp cutoff, high stopband attenuation in case of large number of channels.
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where Tl  z  
Hk  z  

Figure 1. Structure of uniform filter bank.

Consequently, filter banks that structurally satisfy the
nearly perfect reconstruction conditions have received
considerable attention in recent times [5,6].
Filter banks are broadly classified into two groups, i.e.
Perfect Reconstruction (PR) banks and Nearly Perfect
Reconstruction (NPR) banks. In PR filter banks the output signal is only delayed version of the input signal and
in case of NPR filter banks the output signal approximately characterize the input signal due to small reconstruction error that is acceptable in most applications. By
appropriate choice of the prototype filter this inaccuracy
can be minimized and many approaches have been reported to the design of uniform or non-uniform filter
bank with perfect reconstruction and nearly PR. In our
proposed method, the prototype filter is designed using
Simulated Annealing (SA) in which to reduce the overall
complexity of the prototype filter, optimum numbers of
coefficients have been optimized and performance of the
non-uniform bank is evaluated. The non-uniform bank is
obtained by merging some relevant bands of the corresponding uniform one so that all desirable characteristics
of the uniform bank are also preserved. Therefore the
design procedure is reduced to the design of optimized
prototype filter for the design of uniform bank and thereafter by merging appropriate bands using tree structure
method [8-11].
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows:
Sections 2 and 3 describe the theory of Uniform and
Non-uniform filter bank respectively. Two performance
parameters of filter bank are formulated in Section 4. The
background of SA has been discussed in details in Section 5. Section 6 describes the design procedure of the
prototype filter using SA. Proposed design method is
presented in Section 7. Two separate examples have been
carried out using proposed method in Section 8 and finally
conclusions and future scope are given in Section 9.

2. Uniform Modulated Filter Bank
The basic structure of M-channel maximally decimated
filter bank is shown in Figure 1. The reconstructed output
signal Y  z  can be stated in terms of the input signal
X  z  as follows [4-6]:
M 1



Y  z   T0  z  X  z    Tl  z  X ze
l 1
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M
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Here T0  z  indicates the overall amplitude distortion
and T1  z  , 1  0 is the aliasing transfer function. To
cancel aliasing and attain perfect reconstruction, it is required that
T1  z   0 for l0  l1    lM 1  M
T0  z   cz  kd , c  0

(2)

where kd is a positive integer that represents the reconstruction delay of the overall system.
The impulse responses of the analysis bank filters
hk  n  and synthesis bank filters f k  n  are obtained
by simply cosine modulation of the prototype filter
h  n  given as:

 π
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2 
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k π
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for 0  n  N  1 and 0  k  M  1 where h  n  is
the impulse response of the N-length prototype filter
H  z .
Due to narrow transition width of analysis/synthesis
section filters and high stop-band attenuation, the overlap
between nonadjacent filters is insignificant. Major aliasing component arises for overlapping between adjacent
k
bands that can be cancelled by selecting  k   1 π 4
[6]. In most practical applications, the requirement of
perfect reconstruction can be relaxed by allowing small
amount of errors and the filter banks that closely approximate the perfect reconstruction property can be
utilized. Such filter banks are known as nearly perfect
reconstruction filter bank are advantageous from arithmetic complexity point of view and VLSI implementation is also possible.

3. Non-Uniform Modulated Filter Bank
In case of uniform filter banks the frequency range
 π ~ π rad/sec is subdivided into M parallel channels of
equal bandwidth of 2 π M and the maximum decimation or interpolation factor for each band is also M. The
frequency response for i  0,1, , M  1 channels are
given by [1]:
1 1π M     i  1 π M
H i e j  
0 Otherwise

 

(4)

Now we consider the design of non-uniform CMFB
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which is derived from a uniform bank by merging adjacent analysis and synthesis filters [9,10]. We define
H i  z  , i  0,1, , M  1 to be the filters obtained by
merging the li  i  1 adjacent analysis filters H k  z 
for k  ni through ni  li  1 in a uniform M-channel
filter bank shown in Figure 2.
H i  z  

ni li 1



k  ni

H k  z  , i  0,1, , M  1

(5)

Similarly we define Fi  z  , i  0,1, , M  1 to be
the filters of synthesis section obtained by merging the
li  i  1 adjacent synthesis filters Fk  z  for k  ni
through ni  li  1 in a uniform M-channel filter bank.
1 ni li 1
Fi  z    Fk  z  , i  0,1, , M  1
li k  ni

(6)

Then H i  z  and Fi  z  , i  0,1, , M  1 form a
new set of analysis and synthesis filters in the M channel non-uniform filter bank. The bandwidth of the analy2πli
sis filters becomes BWi 
for i  0,1, , M  1 .
M
Here n0  0  n1  n2    nM  M and
l0  l1    lM 1  M . The maximum factor of decimaltion and interpolation for the i th channel of the nonuniform bank is given by M i  M li , i  0,1, , M  1
which are not same for all the channels. To obtain integer
decimation factor M should be divisible by li [1,11].

4. Performance Parameters of Filter Bank
Generally three types of errors appear at the reconstructed output waveform i.e. amplitude, phase and
aliasing distortion. Assuming high stop-band attenuation
for prototype filter reduces aliasing distortion but reconstruction error is increased. The peak to peak reconstructtion and the peak aliasing errors are defined as follows
[5,6]:



    min  MT  e  

E pp  max MT0 e j


j



(7)

0

  

Ea  max E e j


(8)

1/2

2
 M 1
where E e    Tl e j 
 l 1

In NPR filter bank, aliasing is eliminated and the amplitude distortion of the overall system is a delay only
approximately. Assuming the prototype filter H e j
has linear phase response, the conditions for approximate
reconstruction can be stated as follows:
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(9)

2 M 1

k 0

j   π M 



2

(10)

Figure 2. Structure of non-uniform filter bank.

The accurateness of (9) reduces aliasing error and for
(10) amplitude distortion is reduced. The phase error can
be eliminated completely by using linear phase prototype
filter. All three distortion parameters can be reduced
greatly with proper choice of optimization technique.
Therefore to eliminate amplitude distortion T0 e j
must be constant for all frequencies. To obtain high quality reconstruction in filter bank, the low-pass prototype
H   must satisfy as much as possible two following
two conditions:

 

2

π 
π
2

H    H      1 for 0   
M
M


(11)

and

H    0 for  

π
M

(12)

The amplitude distortion is eliminated in the combined
analysis/synthesis section if (11) is satisfied exactly,
while if (12) is satisfied, there is no aliasing between
nonadjacent bands. Aliasing between adjacent bands is
also eliminated by selecting appropriate phase factors in
the modulation. Unfortunately, a finite length filter can
not satisfy both the constraints precisely, so it is customary to design one that approximately satisfies them. By
combining them into a single cost function and then
minimized using the Hooke’s and Jeave’s optimization
algorithm near perfect reconstruction can be achieved.
Now iteratively change the pass-band frequency to minimize the cost function given by [6]:





 PRE  max  H    H   




2

2
π 

  1
M


(13)

π
for 0   
M

The cost function given in (13) is convex with respect
to the pass-band/cut-off frequency and any reasonable
optimization method will converge to the same global
minima value regardless of the starting value of passband frequency.

5. Simulated Annealing Approach
Simulated annealing (SA) is a heuristic random search
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global optimization method, analogous to complex physical process of heating up a solid metal above melting
temperature and then cooling down slowly such that the
highly excited atoms can freeze into minimum energy
single crystal structure without getting trapped in local
minima [12-17]. This method proposed by Kirkpatrick to
solve highly nonlinear optimization problem with many
constraints [12]. The main advantages over other local
search methods are its flexibility and its ability to approach global minimum point regardless of any restricttive properties of the system. As this is a meta-heuristic
method, a suitable choice of initial solution is required to
turn it into a robust optimization technique. In this approach the quality of the solutions obtained is far better
although a long time require to obtain global minima due
to its stochastic nature. In the process of finding optimum
solution, SA not only accepts optimization solution but
also accept deterioration solution in certain degree according to random acceptance criteria (Metropolis criteria) [13]. In addition, the probability to accept deterioration solution tends to 0 gradually, and this make it possible to jump out from local extreme area and then find the
global optimum solution, so to ensure the convergence of
the algorithm. Simulated Annealing consists of four
functional relationships [14]:
a  x  : The probability for accepting a new value given
the just previous value.
f  x  : The cost function to be optimized.
g  x  : The probability density function of the state
space x   xi ; i  1, , D .
T  k  : An annealing temperature schedule in annealing-time for k steps that modifies the instability or fluctuations of one or both of the two previous probability
densities.

5.1. Initialization
A simple local search method starts with an arbitrary
initial solution x0 and a new solution xnew is generated using g  x  in the neighborhood of this solution
for which the objective function f  x  is also calculated. If reduction in f  x  is achieved then new solution xnew is updated else the current solution is retained
and the process is repeated until no further reduction in
the objective function is obtained. In this case the
searching process may terminate with a local minimum,
which may not be the true global optimum. In SA, instead of this policy, the algorithm attempts to avoid being
trapped in a local minimum by sometimes accepting even
the worse move. The acceptance and rejection of the
worse move is controlled by probability function a  x  .
The probability of accepting a move, which causes an
increased E in f  x  , is called the acceptance function. It is normally set to exp  E T  , where T is a
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

control parameter, which corresponds to the temperature
in analogy with the physical annealing. This acceptance
function implies that the small increase in f  x  is
more likely to be accepted than a large increase in f  x  .
When T is high most uphill moves are accepted, but as T
approaches to zero, most uphill moves will be rejected.
Initially, the temperature T is large, and a new point is
accepted roughly half the time. The algorithm progresses
by attempting a certain number of moves at each temperature, T is reduced, thus lowering the chances that the
acceptance function will accept a new point if its functional value is greater than that of the current point.

5.2. Temperature Reductions
SA also requires a suitable cooling schedule for successful optimization that can be developed by trial and error
method and the choice of annealing schedule depends not
only on optimization problem but also on specific problem. In case of filter design problems coefficients are
chosen from a D-dimensional search space with different
finite ranges, bounded by several physical constraints
[16]. Boltzmann’s Annealing (BA) and Cauchy’s or Fast
Annealing (FA) has infinite ranges of sample distributions and there is no possibility of accepting the differences between each parameter dimension [15]. This
problem can be overcome using modified form of Very
Fast Simulated Re-annealing (VFSR) known as Adaptive
Simulated Annealing (ASA) which is a faster global optimization method [17]. ASA is completely deal with
randomly chosen parameter space rather than utilizing
deterministic approaches and temperature reduction schedule exponentially decreases which is much faster than
BA and FA algorithm. In BA to obtain global optimum
of a given cost function the temperature is selected to be
not faster than T  k   T0 ln  k  whereas in FA that is
replaced by T  k   T0 k . In ASA approach the annealing schedule is chosen as Ti  k   Ti  0  exp Ci k 1/ D .
Another important feature of ASA is its ability to perform quenching in a systematic manner and using this
approach annealing schedule can be redefined as [18]:





Ti  k   Ti  0  exp Ci k Qi

D





(14)

5.3. Searching Method
SA is based on iterative random search and calculation of
derivative is not required i.e. the cost function does not
need to be continuous in the searching domain. Although
the function may have many local extremum due to random walk of each independent variables of the cost function and other important features of SA, trapping from
the local minimum are possible. Starting with an arbitrary initial guess x0 confined in the domain of interest,
the initial energy E0 is evaluated using cost function
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f  x  . Now a random walk is taken by perturbation of
parameters of r that produces the new point x1 for
which new energy E1 is obtained. Then observe the
change in energy caused by random movement of variables from E0 to E1 as follows:
E  E1  E0

(15)

Based on Metropolis criterion [13] the newly generated point x1 is accepted as a new starting point if
E  0 i.e. if random walk would bring the system to a
lower energy state otherwise x1 is chosen to be a new
 E 
starting point with probability of exp  
 . Mathe T 
matically that can be defined as
if E  0
1

a

E


exp   T  if E  0




6. FIR Filter Design Using Simulated
Annealing
The frequency response of an FIR filter with impulse
response h  n  is the Z-transform of the sequence
evaluated on the unit circle:
N 1

H    H  z  z e j   h  k  e  j k ,  π    π (17)
k 0

(16)

where T is current “temperature” of the system that controls the rejection of new point. Now take a random
number    0,1 and if   a , x1 is accepted as a
new starting point and update x0  x1 . Otherwise, the
new point x1 is rejected and starting point remains
same as x0 . Here  indicates the acceptance probability of selecting x1 as a new starting point with unity
probability if cost function decreases after random
movement. On the other hand, if E  0 the point x1
can be chosen as starting point with a probability
 E 
exp  
 . For large values of T, most of the time x1
 T 
is accepted and to obtain best performance the value of T
 E 
should satisfy approximately 0.5  exp  
  0.9 ,
 T 
because when probabilities close to 1 most of the point
would be accepted and below 0.5 require unnecessary
function assessment to escape from local minima [19].
The step size r should be chosen properly such that it
can escape from local minima within short period hence
initially chosen a large value. But as the iteration number
increases step size r should be reduced otherwise x0
may cross over the point which corresponds to the global
minimum. Therefore finally smaller step size is required
to reach closer to global minimum.

5.4. Stopping Criterion
To minimize execution time and computational effort a
well constructed stopping criterion is required. The stopping criterion can be defined based on objective function
value or on final temperature or maximum no of iterations. When the cost function attains a minimum value of
objective function set by the designer based on system
performance the searching process may terminate. AnCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

other way is starting with a high temperature select and
the process will freeze until no change in the objective
function is observed or the temperature falls below the
minimum value. The procedure may also run for predefined no of iterations after which the optimization routine
automatically terminates.

Depending upon the polarity and symmetrical the linear phase FIR filter can be classified into 4 types among
which type 1 and type 2 is considered here to design with
SA.
Type 1: positive symmetrical impulse response with
odd length
n

H      a  k  cos   k   e  j n
 k 0

where n   N  1 2

(18)

a  0   h  n  and a  k   2h  n  k 
for k  1, 2, ,  n  1

Type 2: positive symmetrical impulse response with
even length
n
 
1  
H      a  k  cos    k     e  jn
2  
 
 k 1
where n  N 2 and a  k   2h  n  k 

(19)

for k  1, 2, , n

Therefore to obtain the desired response using symmetric property only n variables instead of N need to
optimized using SA. The overall filter bank can be constructed using the following objective function:
J  h   W1     D    H      W2    PRE   ,
2

  [0, π]

(20)

where D   is the desired frequency response, W1  
and W2    are the weighting functions,  PRE    indicates the cost function to reduce the PRE. Now apply
SA to minimize the maximum weighted difference given
in (20) using the procedure, as given below in pseudo
code format [17-19]:
Step 1: Make an initial guess of the solution  h  ,
lower bound  l  , upper bound  u  , maximum number
of iterations kmax  0 , the quenching factor Q  0 i.e.
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taken as small value for slow quenching and large for
fast one and the minimum tolerance of function min_ E
that can be assumed as very small value.
Step 2: Let hg  h and Eg  f  h 
Step 3: For k  1 to kmax
T   k kmax 

Q

Generate 1 × N uniform random vector to make h
h1  h  h
Enew  f  h1 
If Enew  min_ E then
hg  h1 and Eg  Enew
exit from the loop;
end;
If E  Enew  Eg  0 then
hg  h1 and Eg  Enew
else
Generate a uniform random number   [0,1]
a  exp  E T 
if a   then
hg  h1 and Eg  Enew
else
No action and reject the solution h1 .
end

Update T   k kmax  , h1  h  h and
Q

Enew  J  h1 

E  Enew  min_ E  0

Generate    0,1 , a  exp  E T 

end
The corresponding flow chart of the modified Simulated Annealing is given in Figure 3.

7. Proposed Design Method
1) Assume number of bands (M), transition width
(  ) and stop-band attenuation (As). Initialize step value,
search direction, flag, toll and initial value of objective
function (20).
2) Set the while loop with flag = 0 (Design prototype
filter).
a) Design the prototype filter H  z  using Simulated
Annealing assuming pass-band frequency  p , stop-band
edge at s satisfying pass-band as well as stop-band
specifications and also minimize the cost function (20).
Determine the maximum absolute value of objective
function using current filter coefficients. And compare
the current value of objective function with previous or
initial value.
b) If the current value greater than previous value step
becomes half and change search directions then go step
(2d).
c) If the difference between current value and previous
value less than or equal to toll, then flag becomes set to
“1”, come out from the loop, and go to step (3).
d) Modify the value of pass-band frequency as
(  p   p  dir  step ) and now current value of objective
function becomes previous value and go to step (2a).
End of the loop.
3) Calculate the value of peak to peak reconstruction
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 3. FIR filter design using SA.

and the peak aliasing errors using (7) and (8) for minimum value of objective function obtained above. Then
plot peak to peak reconstruction and peak aliasing errors
in log scale.

8. Design Examples
Example 1: In this example a 3-channel NUFB has
been designed using SA with the same specifications as
given in [9,10], using SA. The sampling factor for three
channels is 4, 4, 2 respectively. To design the prototype
filter for stop-band attenuation of As = 100 dB the obtained values of filter taps is N = 63, l  1 1 2 and
n   0 1 2 . The magnitude response of the analysis
bank is shown in Figure 4. The band-edge frequencies
are 1  π 4, 2  π 2 . The variation of amplitude distortion in the whole frequency range is given in Figure 5.
Figure 6 describes the minimization of cost function
using the robust algorithm. From this plot it is observed
that within 15,000 iterations the cost function attains the
minimum value. The obtained value of maximum amplitude distortion is Emax  10  103 dB .
Example 2: Here a 5 channel NUFB is designed using
JSIP
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the same method with the following specifications as
given in [3,8]. The decimation factors for all five channels are chosen as (2, 2, 1, 1, 2). The design specifications of the filter are: As = 50 dB, N = 163,
l   2 2 1 1 2 and n   0 2 4 5 6 8 . The
band-edge frequencies are 1  π 4 , 2  π 2 , 3 
5π 8 , 4  3 π 4 . The obtained value of maximum amplitude distortion is E pp  0.08dB . Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows the magnitude response of analysis bank and
amplitude distortion plot respectively. The objective
function attains the minimum value within 60,000 iterations shown in Figure 9.

9. Conclusion

Figure 4. Amplitude responses of the analysis filters.

Here the prototype filter is designed using modified SA
and all filters of the bank are obtained by modulation and
merging of adjacent bands of prototype filter. Two sepa-

Figure 5. Variation of amplitude distortion.

Figure 7. Amplitude responses of the analysis filters.

Figure 6. No of iterations vs. cost function.

Figure 8. Variation of amplitude distortion.

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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S. Dhabal, S. M. L. Chawdhury and P. Venkateswaran,
“A Novel Low Complexity Multichannel Cosine Modulated Filter Bank Using IFIR Technique for Nearly Perfect Reconstruction,” 2012 1st International Conference
on Recent Advances in Information Technology (RAIT),
Dhanbad, 15-17 March 2012, pp. 208-213.
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A. Petrovsky, M. Parfieniuk and K. Bielawski, “Psychoacoustically Motivated Nonuniform Cosine Modulated
Polyphase Filter Bank,” 2nd International Workshop on
Spectral Methods and Multirate Signal Processing,
France, September 2002, pp. 95-101.

[8]

Z. J. Zhang and Y. Yang, “A Simple Design Method for
Nonuniform Cosine Modulated Filter Banks,” International
Symposium on Microwave, Antenna, Propagation and
EMC Technologies, Hangzhou, 16-17 August 2007, pp.
1052-1055.
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Method of Linear Phase Nonuniform Filterbanks with Integer Decimation Factors,” Proceedings of International
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Figure 9. No of iterations vs. cost function.

rate examples have been carried out using the proposed
method. From the obtained results it is obvious that with
the increase of filter taps the convergence procedure becomes slow i.e. large no of iterations are required to optimize the parameters. In case of 3 channel bank only
15,000 iterations are required whereas for 5 band 60,000
evaluations. The sampling factors for the different channels are assumed as integer value. Here the assumed cost
function always reaches the global minimum regardless
of the initial parameter selection. Further reduction in
amplitude distortion can be obtained with suitable design
of objective function. The closed form design of the system matrices may lead to fast convergence of the above
algorithm. The obtained filter coefficients show linear
phase response hence always stable.
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